






[Know Your Data! Assumption Testing and Outlier Identification
Considering the Analysis of Reputation Effects in Internet Auctions as
Example]







































Later entrants versus early birds:
[Does the Market Pay Off?, Wu and Xie 2003, ASR]
Know your data! Ben Jann VIU, 12.11.2003, 2b
Know your data! Ben Jann VIU, 12.11.2003, 3a
[Wu and Xie 2003: 438]
[Wu and Xie 2003: 439]
Review A:
Know your data! Ben Jann VIU, 12.11.2003, 4c
Social capital and unemployment:

































































β = –5.32 
         (–4.39)
R2 = 0.45
Know your data! Ben Jann VIU, 12.11.2003, 5b



















e( Sozialkapital | X)










β = –1.08     γ = 2.77     R2 = 0.72 



























Know your data! Ben Jann VIU, 12.11.2003, 6a


















































Know your data! Ben Jann VIU, 12.11.2003, 7e
Reputation effects in internet auctions: [Vertrauen und Reputationsef-
fekte bei Internet-Auktionen, Diekmann und Wyder 2002, KZfSS]
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Know your data! Ben Jann VIU, 12.11.2003, 9a
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coef = 1.2780361, se = .67738957, t = 1.89
Know your data! Ben Jann VIU, 12.11.2003, 10a
































































Know your data! Ben Jann VIU, 12.11.2003, 11c
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Know your data! Ben Jann VIU, 12.11.2003, 12a
Outliers (DFFITS, Cook’s D)
ID price h r DFFITS D
6 651 0.187 1.391 0.666 0.063
8 651 0.103 2.445 0.827 0.093
17 680 0.075 4.189 1.192 0.172
19 603 0.094 2.197 0.710 0.069
21 510 0.272 -1.255 -0.767 0.084
65 500 0.156 -2.654 -1.143 0.175
84 800 0.410 3.023 2.522 0.835
ID ratings sprice versand dauer incr gebote
6 0.458 -0.140 0.075 -0.089 0.013 0.131
8 -0.239 0.423 -0.509 -0.118 -0.258 0.173
17 0.014 -0.911 0.427 -0.221 -0.353 -0.559
19 0.114 -0.417 0.431 -0.168 -0.096 -0.170
21 0.247 -0.340 0.132 0.261 -0.156 -0.664
65 -0.972 0.384 0.353 0.210 -0.171 0.307
84 0.143 -0.139 -0.778 0.517 1.999 0.111







Dauer der Auktion -0.200 -0.16
Mindesterhöung 3.313 4.29


























Know your data! Ben Jann VIU, 12.11.2003, 14c
Data reconsidered:
1. some minor coding errors
2. two doubly recorded cases
3. several inhomogeneous cases (“as good as new” instead of “new”;
multiple offers; two for one)
4. “buy it now” feature neglected (right censoring)
5. information about accessoires neglected
6. variable “time” neglected
7. clustering on sellers neglected







Dauer der Auktion -0.097 -0.08
Mindesterhöung 3.380 4.32
































Know your data! Ben Jann VIU, 12.11.2003, 16c
Taking into account left/right censoring and clustering on sellers:
Interval regression                               Number of obs   =        167
                                                  Wald chi2(9)    =     433.39
Log pseudo-likelihood = -318.79951                Prob > chi2     =     0.0000
                              (standard errors adjusted for clustering on aid)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
             |               Robust
             |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
     ratings |   .5947603   .1288933     4.61   0.000     .3421341    .8473864
      spreis |  -.0149354   .0295831    -0.50   0.614    -.0729172    .0430465
     versand |    -1.9631   .8192902    -2.40   0.017     -3.56888   -.3573211
       dauer |  -4.343765   .8056098    -5.39   0.000    -5.922732   -2.764799
      erhoeh |   1.399547    .821364     1.70   0.088    -.2102964    3.009391
      gebote |   .3108419   .4106931     0.76   0.449    -.4941017    1.115785
      c_time |  -.7639231   .1292998    -5.91   0.000    -1.017346   -.5105002
     c_time2 |   .0121172   .0048581     2.49   0.013     .0025955    .0216389
    zubehoer |   32.01286   10.76621     2.97   0.003     10.91149    53.11424
       _cons |   563.0477   19.83601    28.39   0.000     524.1698    601.9255
-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
    /lnsigma |   3.541923   .0967558    36.61   0.000     3.352285    3.731561
-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
       sigma |   34.53327   3.341295                      28.56794    41.74422
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Observation summary:        59     uncensored observations
                              83  left-censored observations
                              25 right-censored observations
                               0       interval observations
Know your data! Ben Jann VIU, 12.11.2003, 17a
Interval regression                               Number of obs   =        167
                                                  Wald chi2(9)    =     282.89
Log pseudo-likelihood = -318.33777                Prob > chi2     =     0.0000
                              (standard errors adjusted for clustering on aid)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
             |               Robust
             |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval]
-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
   lnratings |   10.21581   2.954549     3.46   0.001     4.424998    16.00662
      spreis |  -.0104967   .0316813    -0.33   0.740     -.072591    .0515975
     versand |  -2.720376   .7964047    -3.42   0.001    -4.281301   -1.159452
       dauer |  -4.521466   .8267566    -5.47   0.000    -6.141879   -2.901053
      erhoeh |   1.611422   .7963867     2.02   0.043     .0505326    3.172311
      gebote |   .4399539    .436121     1.01   0.313    -.4148275    1.294735
      c_time |  -.7306907   .1301975    -5.61   0.000    -.9858731   -.4755083
     c_time2 |   .0118916   .0046313     2.57   0.010     .0028144    .0209688
    zubehoer |   30.81795   10.52142     2.93   0.003     10.19634    51.43956
       _cons |   562.2065   21.24511    26.46   0.000     520.5668    603.8461
-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
    /lnsigma |   3.538714   .0951093    37.21   0.000     3.352303    3.725125
-------------+----------------------------------------------------------------
       sigma |   34.42262    3.27391                      28.56845     41.4764
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Observation summary:        59     uncensored observations
                              83  left-censored observations
                              25 right-censored observations
                               0       interval observations
Know your data! Ben Jann VIU, 12.11.2003, 18a
